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1 The ﬁfth environment action programme includ
principles, that ‘‘only by replacing the command-and-
responsibility between the various actors, e.g. governm
can commitment to agreed measures be achieved”
environment action programme includes as one of
‘‘Stimulation of participation and action of all actors fr
and social partners – through better and more ac
environment and joint work on solutions” (EC, 2002a,This paper outlines a number of examples from around the world of participatory processes for
watershed decision-making, and discusses how they work, why they are important, their social and eco-
logical potential, and the practical details of how to start, expand and develop them. Because of long-
standing power differentials in all societies along gender, class and ethnic lines, equitable public partic-
ipation requires the recognition that different members of society have different kinds of relationships
with the environment in general, and with water in particular. From a range of political perspectives,
inclusive participatory governance processes have many beneﬁts.
The author has recently completed a 5 year project linking universities and NGOs in Brazil and Canada
to develop methods of broadening public engagement in local watershed management committees, with
a special focus on gender and marginalized communities. The innovative environmental education and
multi-lingual international public engagement practices of the Centre for Socio-Environmental Knowl-
edge and Care of the La Plata Basin (which spans Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Bolivia) are
also discussed in this paper.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Broad public participation is essential for sustainable watershed
management, which is recognized in a wide range of policy state-
ments, academic papers, and activist programmes world-wide. To
cite just a few examples:
Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Devel-
opment emphasized that citizens should have access to informa-
tion and opportunities to participate in environmental decision-
making processes (UN, 1992). The European Union has stressed
public consultation, especially on environmental issues, in its pol-
icies and documents such as the Aarhus Convention, the Fifth Envi-
ronment Action Programme of 1993 (EC, 1993) and the Sixth
Environment Action Programme of 2002 (EC, 2002a).1 Europe’sll rights reserved.
egional Meeting on Water in
r East University – Lefkosa,
79.
es, as one of its two major
control approach with shared
ents, industry and the public,
(EC, 1993, p. 1). The sixth
its ﬁve main action items,
om business to citizens, NGOs
cessible information on the
p. 1).Water Framework Directive (WFD) of 2000 directly integrated public
participation in its requirements, and guidance documents for the
implementation of the WFD are quite speciﬁc in outlining how to
organize and carry out public participation processes (EC, 2000;
van den Hove, 2003; Kenyon, 2003).2 The World Bank and other
international agencies have also emphasized public participation in
development projects (Kapoor, 2001; World Bank, 1996).
Grassroots initiatives from citizen budgeting to theWorld Social
Forum call for more direct, democratic public involvement in deci-
sion-making at the local and national government levels, and also
in global organizing. Recent examples of participatory processes
within popular movement organizing include the Zapatistas’ use
of the internet to mobilize international support and conduct refer-
enda (Zapatistas in Cyberspace, 2003) and the people’s plebiscite in
Tambogrande, Peru on June 2, 2002 where nearly 27,000 local peo-
ple voted and 94% opposed the expansion plans of the Canadian
ﬁrm Manhattan Mining, which led to the ﬁrm’s retraction of its
plans, citing shareholder concerns (Gedicks, 2005; Christian Aid,
2005, p. 33–34).2 The water framework directive states, ‘‘Member States shall encourage the active
volvement of all interested parties in the implementation of this Directive, in
articular in the production, review and updating of the river basin management
lans. Member States shall ensure that, for each river basin district, they publish and
ake available (information and plans) for comments (by) the public” (EC, 2000,
rticle 14). The Guidelines document on public participation for the WFD includes
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ture provides theoretical grounding for the wider use of consulta-
tive decision processes (Wilson and Howarth, 2002; Perkins, 2003;
Munda, 1995; Sagoff, 1998; O’Connor, 2000; Holland, 1997; van
den Hove, 2000; Faucheux and Hue, 2001). Political scientists
and planners write about the motivations, complexities, and
mechanics of public involvement in decision-making (Young,
2000; Nagel, 1987; Sanders, 1997; Steenbergen, 1994; Innes and
Booher, 2004; Davies et al., 2006). Practice-based articles outline
various ways for governments to conduct public participation pro-
cesses, case studies of their uses and outcomes, and how to tailor
speciﬁc processes to particular situations (Frontiers 2, 2003; Renn
et al., 1995; Gregory and Slovic, 1997; De Marchi et al., 2001, 2000;
Aldred and Jacobs, 2000; Fischer, 1993; Caddy, 2005). These formal
consultative processes, which are summarized in Table 1, range
from public meetings and hearings to citizens’ panels and juries,
multi-stakeholder committees, ‘‘discourse-based valuation” (DBV)
processes, and ‘‘deliberative multi-criteria mapping” exercises
(Smith, 1999; Rowe and Frewer, 2005).
However, many progressive activists and scholars also critique
‘‘democratization” and ‘‘public participation” in environmental
and development policy, pointing out that it both hides and per-
petuates deep socio-political inequities (Gujit and Shah, 1998; Na-
ples, 1998; Lister, 1997; Cooke and Kothari, 2001; Fraser, 1993;
Fung, 2004; Kapoor, 2005; Kapoor, 2008). These inequities are evi-
denced in the minimal participation by women, and by lower-class
or otherwise marginalized people, in public processes which are
ostensibly meant to represent everyone in making public decisions
which affect everyone – and often have the gravest impacts on the
lives of those who participate least (Moraes and Perkins, 2007).
This paper summarizes public participation challenges from a
social equity standpoint, and gives examples of some recent Latin
American and other international initiatives which address these
challenges and which have global relevance for equitable wa-
tershed decision-making.3 Subsidiarity is the principle that government decisions should be made at the
most decentralized level possible, by the lowest competent authority. It is a
fundamental principle of European Union law.2. Public engagement challenges
The substantial consensus among ecological economists, sociol-
ogists, political scientists, planners, and radical activists that public
participation is essential for good public policy may obscure the vi-
tal question of how to elicit, structure, and make use of that partic-
ipation. While in practice it sometimes seems difﬁcult to organize
or elicit public participation (a ‘‘bottom-up” problem), and in some
cases governments are reluctant to cede control by opening up
decision processes for public examination and input (a ‘‘top-down”
problem), the theoretical reasons outlined above show that, at
least in principle, broad public participation is the foundation of
sustainable development. It also has a number of quite progressive
implications – if it truly gives a political voice to people who have
historically been left out of public decision-making. The way in
which public participation processes are carried out, however, is
a crucial determinant of their potential success.
What is to prevent public participation opportunities from tak-
ing status quo power differentials as a given, and then simply
perpetuating or even exacerbating them? If that is so, why are
more ‘‘open” processes necessarily better? Feminist political sci-
entists have commented on this tendency, as have those working
in international development contexts where internalized oppres-
sion and social violence are ever-present (Gujit and Shah, 1998;
Naples, 1998; Lister, 1997; Cooke and Kothari, 2001; O’Hara,
1999; Armour, 1995; Fung, 2004; Kapoor, 2005). It is almost cer-
tainly not by chance that a groundswell of critiques of ‘‘public
participation” is being led by authors and activists who are not
white men.Just as in the case of any social justice initiative, such as civil
rights for blacks in the US 50 years ago, elites can and do strongly
resist threats to their control of local politics. To the extent that
higher-level government jurisdictions override subsidiarity3 and
impose procedures which interrupt local power structures for envi-
ronmental reasons (e.g. the European Water Framework Directive or
Brazil’s water law, which both require the participation of civil soci-
ety in watershed management), there can be backlashes against the
newly-recognized or created ‘‘participatory” bodies and/or against
environmental and resource protection itself. The long time-frames
and large scales often needed for environmental policy-making can
heighten this friction between local elites (or global corporations)
and participatory democratic priorities. When environmental impact
analyses, with their participation requirements, are avoided through
corporate pressure for ‘‘fast-track” approvals, this can cause serious
and long-term ecological harm. In other words, top-down require-
ments for participation can backﬁre, hurting environmental protec-
tion goals in general. This is hardly a reason not to require and
build participation processes which are enforced from above, but it
is a caution and an indication that sensitivity and/or serious clout
may be needed, and the processes may take time. Of course, even
self-organized, grassroots participation can lead to backlash and
temporary setbacks for long-term political and ecological goals.
Public participation processes can be very costly, and their out-
comes can be hard to interpret and to integrate into multi-jurisdic-
tional decision-making. They will never be as simple as a single
cost-beneﬁt analysis dollar ﬁgure or ‘‘bottom line.” That, in fact,
is part of their appeal – but when one or more political jurisdic-
tions are spanned, incorporating the outcomes of public processes
can be very difﬁcult. Again, this is not a reason to give up, but an-
other indication that design of the processes and laying supportive
political groundwork is important.
Participation can also boomerang if it raises people’s hopes
about progressive change, only to dash them on the rocks of in-
ter-jurisdictional squabbles or other difﬁculties in acting on the
outcomes of deliberative democracy. This can lead to cynicism or
worse. It is important that participants not be misled about the im-
pact and implications of their involvement in deliberative
processes.
Public participation depends on people who have the time and
energy to participate, so it is almost inevitably class-biased and fa-
vours dominant cultures or ethnicities. The language in which
meetings take place, time of day or day of the week, whether child-
care, stipends, meals and transportation support are provided, and
other such factors, can strongly inﬂuence who participates and
who is effectively excluded. Structural factors which make it easier
for some people to attend meetings are likely to make it harder for
others to attend (Mansbridge in Fung:48), so this is not necessarily
straightforward. Popular organizing and grassroots movements are
not immune to these kinds of structural factors which can effec-
tively exclude some people from participating.
Moreover, internalized oppression, group dynamics, racism/
prejudice and other factors can bias deliberative processes in the
direction of elite interests even when no one is physically excluded
(Fung:49; Karpowitz, 2003).
A more fundamental issue with formal and informal participa-
tory processes is that often they leave the onus on development
opponents to organize and resist environmentally-damaging deci-
sions, rather than shifting the burden to demonstrate beneﬁts out-
weighing costs onto those trying to get permission for new
resource use and development. They thus are biased against apply-
ing the precautionary principle. How the participation process is
Table 1
Types of formal public participation processes. Sources: Rowe and Frewer, 2005; Smith and Wales, 1999; Kenyon, 2005; Fischer, 1993; McKinney and Harmon, 2002; Wilson and
Howarth, 2002; Proctor and Dreschler, 2006.
Public meetings and hearings
‘‘These mechanisms rely on the public to come to the information rather than vice versa. As such, the involved public is largely self-selected and biased in terms of those
most proactive and interested. Information is communicated face-to-face by sponsors to those involved and is variable, depending to some degree (often small) on
what participants ask. Public hearings are often required when some major government program is about to be implemented or prior to the passage of legislation;
public meetings may be initiated by a local authority or convened in response to citizen concerns.” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 278). There is no direct relation
between public input and the decision-making process. ‘‘Information ﬂow is one-way; there is no involvement of the public per se in the sense that public feedback
is not required or speciﬁcally sought. When the public attempts to provide information, there are no mechanisms speciﬁed a priori to deal with this at any level
beyond, perhaps, simply recording the information.” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 255)
Citizens panels
‘‘The main example of this type (of process) is the standing citizens’ panel (e.g. health panel). This is characterized by the choice of representative participants who meet
in a facilitated group setting. Unlike a focus group, the panel may meet several times a year to debate different topics (i.e. views may be traced throughout time),
with members rotated off after a while. At the end of meetings, opinions are usually aggregated via some form of vote/secret ballot. Consultations may also take
place via mail (i.e. non face-to-face).” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 281). ‘‘Information is conveyed from members of the public to the sponsors of the initiative,
following a process initiated by the sponsor. Signiﬁcantly, no formal dialogue exists between individual members of the public and the sponsors. The information
elicited from the public is believed to represent currently held opinions on the topic in question.” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 255). Citizens panels may be quite large
and have thousands of members; ‘‘they are used as a sounding board by a public sector organization on new policies, processes and innovations. The panels allow
opinions and attitudes of participants to be tracked over time. Members are recruited to be a representative sample of the local population. Due to high attrition
rates over time, new participants are recruited at regular intervals.” (Kenyon, 2005, p. 440)
Citizens juries/planning cells
‘‘A citizens’ jury brings together a group of . . . citizens to deliberate on a particular issue, whether it is the setting of a policy agenda or the choice of particular policy
options. Over a number of days participants are exposed to information about the issue and hear a wide range of views from witnesses, who are selected on the basis
of their expertise or on the grounds that they represent affected interests. With trained moderators ensuring fair proceedings, the jurors are given the opportunity to
cross-examine the witnesses and, on occasion, call for additional information and witnesses. Following a process of deliberation among themselves, the jurors
produce a decision or provide recommendations in the form of a citizens’ report. Typically the sponsoring body (a government department, a local authority or other
agency) is required to respond, either by acting on the report or explaining why it disagrees with it.” The extent to which citizens’ juries have inﬂuenced political
decision-making processes has varied; in Europe they appear to be both more common and more inﬂuential than in North America, Australia, and other parts of the
world. They serve in effect as a complement to representative democracy, not a substitute (Smith and Wales, 1999, p. 296; Kenyon, 2005, p. 435). Sometimes jurors
are randomly chosen; sometimes they are ‘‘selected to represent a microcosm of their community” (Kenyon, 2005, p. 431). ‘‘In the case of planning cells – a German
mechanism – these tend to use various decision aids to ensure structured consideration and assessment, and hence aggregation, of opinions” (Rowe and Frewer,
2005, p. 282)
Multi-stakeholder committees/task forces
These are ‘‘structurally similar (to citizens’ juries) but with the difference that there is no facilitation of the information elicitation process. In many ways, they are
simple group processes with no speciﬁc facilitation of input from group members or aggregation of opinions . . . . (They) use small groups of participants / public
representatives, with ready access to all pertinent information, to solve speciﬁc problems.” (Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 281). Like citizens’ juries and planning cells
they are participatory, in the sense that ‘‘information is exchanged between members of the public and the sponsors. That is, there is some degree of dialogue in the
process that takes place (usually in a group setting), which may involve representatives of both parties in different proportions (depending on the mechanism
concerned) or, indeed, only representatives of the public who receive additional information from the sponsors prior to responding. Rather than simple, raw opinions
being conveyed to the sponsors, the act of dialogue and negotiation serves to transform opinions in the members of both parties (sponsors and public participants).”
(Rowe and Frewer, 2005, p. 255–256)
Discourse-based valuation
‘‘The basic idea is that small groups of citizen-stakeholders can be brought together to deliberate on the economic value of a public good, and that the values derived in
this forum can then be used to guide . . . policy . . . By implementing a fair and openly structured procedure for deliberation, it is assumed that small groups of citizens
can render informed judgements about public goods not simply in terms of their own personal utility, but also in terms of widely held social values . . . The role of the
discursive process is, therefore, to help this social unit structure, learn about, and articulate preferences . . .. The group is not meant to negotiate, but rather to engage
in a deliberative process for making consensus-based judgements. Because the process of deliberation requires citizens to go beyond private self-interest, it is further
believed that the outcome will increase the social equity and political legitimacy of outcomes. . .. In this manner, the process of discourse itself is taken to provide a
‘corrective function´ for situations where individual citizens alone possess incomplete information. Acting together, groups can piece together a more complete, and
socially just, assessment of ecosystem goods and services.” (Wilson and Howarth, 2002, p. 432). ‘‘The purpose of discourse-based methods is, therefore, to reach
agreement on what should be valued by or on behalf of society as a whole . . . . By exposing participants´ initial preferences to one another through ‘reasoned debate´,
the logic goes, preferences may change and in this way, be brought closer together . . . . While this may not result in a complete convergence of values, compromise
will still be achieved through a dialogue between competing judgments of the best interests of society as a whole, not a simple aggregation of individual
preferences.” (Wilson and Howarth, 2002, p. 436. See also Perkins, 2001; Perkins, 2003; Perkins, 2004b).
MultiCriteria evaluation/multiattribute decision analysis
‘‘Multicriteria evaluation (MCE) is a well-tried and effective procedure for structuring and aiding complex decision-making processes, especially those involving
environmental considerations. Formal deliberative processes have also been successful in aiding understanding and meeting consensus in complex and difﬁcult
decision problems which involve more than one decision maker . . . . Both approaches are combined in a new technique called ‘deliberative multicriteria
evaluation’ . . . . This approach is an attempt to combine the advantages of MCE, providing structure and integration in complex decision problems, with the
advantages of deliberation and stakeholder interaction provided by a ‘citizens’ jury’ . . . . In general, the stakeholder jury . . . (assists decision makers) in their
understanding of the issues of a complex decision-making problem.” (Proctor and Dreschler, 2006, p. 169) ‘‘Multiattribute decision analysis (MDA) has also recently
been adapted as a group-based approach for evaluating and selecting land and water resource management systems. . .Here, as with conventional MDA . . . , the basic
idea is that a given land area can be decomposed into an array of multiple attributes, each valued in its own metric (monetary or otherwise), which are then re-
arranged into alternative scenarios between which ‘social´ decision makers are asked to make tradeoffs. Among other strengths noted in this recent literature, group-
based MDA need not limit itself to assigning monetary values to ecological services. Moreover, the approach circumvents the classical utilitarian view of optimality
by avoiding several assumptions employed in conventional environmental accounting . . . ” (Wilson and Howarth, 2002, p. 437)
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challenging whom, is a crucial aspect of how they work.
Government-sponsored public engagement processes – where
the terms and limits of the debate are set in advance by the author-
ities – are fundamentally more conservative than public delibera-
tion in the context of community organizing or social
movements, where the status quo assumptions are challengedand discussions reframed (Fung:51). Public participation and
engagement, of course, takes place outside of government-estab-
lished channels as well as within them, and participation in one
form may help to educate leaders and activists and encourage par-
ticipation in other forms (Fung:52). Conversely, government-orga-
nized referenda may undermine popular organizing efforts, partly
by confusing people about the degree of the state’s responsiveness
4 Mouffe and Laclau in fact use populism and what they call ‘‘new politica
subjects” (women, minorities, New Social Movements, etc.) to launch a critique o
class politics; central to this is ‘‘discourse” and ‘‘democracy” (see Osborne, 1991, p
203).
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for participation within government-authorized processes may de-
fuse and diffuse movement-based organizing for changes going be-
yond that which is controlled and sanctioned by the state.
Frameworks for understanding participation can thus apply
both to ‘‘ofﬁcial” and to ‘‘unofﬁcial” public engagement activities.
To the extent that the interests of non-elite community members,
women, racialized people, aboriginal people, and others who are
traditionally excluded are actively protected or brought to the fore-
front by the way the process is structured, it is more likely to be a
process with radical implications for changes in the status quo.
Opportunities for public involvement within ofﬁcial govern-
ment channels can be structured in an inﬁnite variety of ways
(Rowe and Frewer, 2005). In discussing her experiences with par-
ticipatory processes related to watershed management in Europe,
Kenyon points out that citizens’ Juries (and, by implication, all sim-
ilar discourse-based valuation or decision can be problematic in
several ways:
 Representation: what population should be represented? Should
representation be broad, ‘‘symbolic,” statistical, random, or
intentionally skewed to give a ‘‘voice” to traditionally underrep-
resented groups? These questions are important in large,
diverse areas where there are many complex and conﬂicting
interests.
 Accountability: should panel members be accountable to their
‘‘constituents” (those they seek to represent); and should gov-
ernments be required to act on panel decisions; if so, how? If
the citizens’ Jury is intended to make decisions but this effec-
tively closes down further public discourse, this is crucially
important to their political role.
 The role of experts: what is the power relationship implied by
citizens Jury processes between ‘‘experts” and ‘‘ordinary citi-
zens?” If the juries simply rubber-stamp priorities set out by
‘‘experts,” this can lead to alienation and cynicism about the
process itself.
 Scale: river basins can be extremely large geographic areas and
can be difﬁcult to deﬁne spatially. This can make a citizens Jury
process nearly impossible to implement in practical terms.
 Time-frame: citizens’ Juries tend to be short-term, one-off pro-
cesses, while sustainable decision-making must consider the
long-term. Water management in particular requires long
time-frames and iterative decision processes; these can put
great demands on citizen participants and demand high degrees
of ‘‘institutional memory.”
 Jurisdictional issues: watershed management generally requires
collaboration across many political and institutional bound-
aries, so even if a participatory panel can be assembled, the
implementation of its decisions throughout the watershed
may be nearly impossible (Kenyon, 2003, pp. 4–10).
In addition, the degree to which the conclusions of the partici-
patory process are acted upon by governments may vary widely.
Citizens’ juries are usually speciﬁcally empowered to consider a
particular issue and provide recommendations to governments,
with assurances those recommendations will play an important
role in policy outcomes (Smith, 1999). Other processes, especially
those which are not organized or sanctioned by governments,
may have a more tenuous link with future policies.
Kenyon suggests that some possible ways of dealing with the
difﬁculties noted above could include establishing ‘‘network juries”
made up of various constituent or geographical representatives
within a long-term time-framework, perhaps reporting to another
participatory panel; or a ‘‘three-stage jury” comprising a tradi-
tional participatory panel, a stakeholder jury and an inter-jury for-
um; or a small-scale but long-term citizens’ panel process; or along-term ‘‘open jury” process where anyone could make presenta-
tions and the jury is part of a wider policy discourse process. Each
of these proposals addresses some of the concerns listed above, but
no single way has emerged to deal effectively with all of them. To
some degree, complex participatory processes may in effect substi-
tute for or create parallel structures to democratic governments.
Does this let elected politicians and/or bureaucrats ‘‘off the hook”
to represent the public interest? Does it allow special interests to
carry the day, because no one else has the time or commitment
to get involved? Or does it hold elected ofﬁcials accountable by
the oversight of a potentially even more democratic process than
the one which elected them? Clearly the answers to these ques-
tions will depend on the speciﬁc situation, but they do point out
the complexity of effecting democracy, in both practical and theo-
retical terms.
Nancy Fraser (1993) has outlined the exclusionary political
struggles behind the constitution of the ‘‘public sphere,” and the
ways in which Habermasian deliberation can mask ongoing domi-
nation (1993, pp. 119–120). This is echoed by Gujit and Shah
(1998), pp. 7–8). Kothari also concludes that self-styled public par-
ticipation can help dominant groups to reassert their control and
power, if people are brought into the process in a way that ‘‘disem-
powers them to challenge the prevailing hierarchies and inequali-
ties in society” (2001, pp. 142–143).
Fraser, Kothari, Gujit and Shah, and Kapoor, as well as additional
commentators Mouffe (1996) and Mosse (2001), all conclude how-
ever that a way forward lies in political organizing and participa-
tion by what Fraser calls ‘‘subaltern counterpublics” (1993, p.
126) who are able to set the terms of debate within spheres they
control. Even Mouffe, despite her dismissal of the role of class,
speaks of ‘‘radical and plural democracy”4 (1996, p. 248); Kapoor
calls for ‘‘coordinated yet plural and ﬂexible” institutions to ‘‘repre-
sent changing and diverse audiences” (2001, p. 275); Kothari points
out that participation allows participants to subvert the process by
resisting inclusion and choosing when not to participate (2001, p.
149). What emerges is a picture of participation which may segue
or iterate between formal processes which are government-estab-
lished (and controlled, to a greater or lesser degree) and informal,
popular, grassroots organizing which inﬂuences and puts pressure
on state systems.
Over this complicated socio-political picture, we must also layer
additional complexities related to class, ecological and spatial is-
sues. Bioregional and cultural/ethnic spatial boundaries that are
different from political ones create a strong a priori impetus for
the creation of new institutional frames for public participation
and trans-jurisdictional environmental decision-making. Solving
problems in airsheds and watersheds is a strong reason for people
to talk with each other across political boundaries (Perkins, 2001).
This lies behind the framing of the European Water Framework
Directive (EWFD), and other water laws which use it as a model,
such as the 1997 Brazilian water law: they establish trans-jurisdic-
tional water basin committees with government and ‘‘civil society”
representation to discuss and decide nearly all issues concerning
water management in each watershed, including issues related to
the collection of water fees and the use of the revenues collected
for water-related infrastructure improvements and management.
This is obviously an issue with global signiﬁcance – for example,
in Southern Africa, struggles related to the Lesotho Highlands
Water Project and to droughts and ﬂooding in Mozambique high-
light the need for innovative and democratic trans-jurisdictional
water management structures. These needs are heightened by cli-l
f
.
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international economic inequities.
To the extent that new, participatory institutional frameworks
make possible more bioregionally-based governance, they may
represent an improvement in an ecological sense (Perkins,
2004a). But the same equity caveats as noted above for any public
participation process also apply. Moreover, the structure of many
watershed management schemes has been set up to facilitate
charging users for water use and infrastructure, because (at least
in the EWFD and the Brazilian case) the water basin committees
depend for revenues and expenditure-power on collecting fees
from water users. How they collect and disburse these funds is
up to them. Thus, governments have transferred the political
responsibility for and fallout from instituting unpopular water
charges to a separate agency, composed not of politicians but of
‘‘stakeholder representatives.” The neoliberal impetus behind this
clever rejigging is clear: an incentive structure has been created
to, in effect, assemble a stakeholder body for instituting water fees,
under the guise of ecological/bioregional management. These
water committees have power to capture rents and spend them,
but only if they are willing to face public ire about the implemen-
tation of water charges – thus protecting politicians from having to
deal with this thorny issue through the normal state channels.
It would appear in some cases, therefore, that the creation of
public participation processes is not motivated simply by a desire
for better, purer democracy. The relationship between traditional
political institutions and new participation-oriented structures
merits close attention.
Like all words and concepts which can become co-opted, the
power of ‘‘public participation” lies in its basic attractiveness as
an idea. Of course people should have a say in public decisions
which affect them; of course this is a vital component of sustain-
ability; of course the more democracy the better. It is only when
we delve into what ‘‘public participation” actually means in spe-
ciﬁc cases that certain difﬁculties and political contradictions be-
come apparent. They include the following:
1. Is public participation meant to undermine or create parallel
structures to the state? Why not just democratize the existing
government more fully? Or when we say ‘‘public participation,”
do we really mean ‘‘enhanced voice and access in policy-making
for a certain segment of ‘the public’?” Such special processes
have signiﬁcant costs; early studies on the expenditures neces-
sary to comply with European Water Framework Directive pub-
lic participation guidelines indicate they may require hundreds
of thousands of dollars annually (EU, 2001; EC, 2003). These
costs, because they suck up general government revenues, argu-
ably may represent inefﬁciencies, in light of the pressing needs
everywhere for better public information and more broadly-
based democracy.
2. The difﬁculties of getting people to actually become involved in
public processes (see Abers, 2003) are seldom acknowledged.
Why participate? Who has the time to attend community meet-
ings, when it’s not clear what difference it makes and it might
be used by the powerful as legitimation, and there is no stipend
or child care provided to assist citizens to attend? This clearly
affects people differently according to class, gender, ethnicity
and ‘‘race.” When participation implies an open, voluntary pro-
cess, it is almost guaranteed to attract special interests which
are not generally reﬂective of overall public opinion or of public
interest over the long-term.
3. To the extent that attendance and participation are encouraged
through guarantees that the outcome will have an effect on
public policy (e.g. the requirements of the Water Framework
Directive or some citizens Jury processes), elected ofﬁcials are,
in effect, devolving responsibilities for policy decisions ontoarm’s-length or independent agencies. This raises legitimacy
issues – are such bodies in fact more democratic or less?
4. The many equity concerns discussed above, related to who
comes to the meetings, who speaks and is listened to, gender,
ethnicity, and exclusion of particular viewpoints, are very prob-
lematic. For women and for the poor in particular, for example,
water access is closely linked to quality of life, yet water com-
mittees do not reserve seats based on such subsistence
concerns.
5. Instead, seats are generally reserved for government ofﬁcials at
various levels, water users, and/or ‘‘civil society,” which usually
in practice means selected NGOs – so the committees institu-
tionalize a form of ‘‘stakeholder” politics, which is next door
to ‘‘shareholder” politics. These are much less attractive words
than ‘‘public participation,” and indicate its potential, funda-
mentally anti-democratic tendencies.
6. Requirements for public participation processes (e.g. in aid pro-
jects or research grant proposals) reveals the extent to which
this is an agenda item of globalized capitalism and a project
which needs critical unpacking. Power is rarely on the side of
broad-based democracy.
Nowhere is this cynical use of the term ‘‘public participation”
clearer than in relation to water, the ultimate resource, fundamen-
tal for life. For example, a recent paper on watershed management
in Nicaragua and the proposed institution of water charges notes
that ecosystem degradation due to ‘‘development” has necessi-
tated new efforts to put a value on ecosystem services and charge
users for them in order to remediate the damage. Citing a 2002
World Bank study, the authors note, ‘‘It has been recognized that
if implementing systems of payments for environmental services
involves transfer payments from rich urban to poor rural house-
holds, they may also serve rural development objectives. This has
clearly contributed to the popularity of the concept among devel-
opment organizations” (Johnson and Baltodano, 2004, p. 58). In
other words, water charges to raise money for ﬁxing the ecosystem
depredations of earlier ‘‘development” projects are being justiﬁed
on the grounds that this will help the poor. But later in the paper,
the authors recommend community-level mediation of rights to
water through, for example, water committees and participatory
water management (Johnson and Baltodano, 2004, p. 71). In Nica-
ragua, they report, these committees are a legacy of previous pro-
jects (undertaken in conjunction with NGOs, an earlier
requirement of such development projects) where households pro-
vided free labour in return for connection to the spring-fed potable
water systems. The community water committees were formed to
manage the potable water projects, and some now handle broader
water management issues (Johnson and Baltodano, 2004, p. 60).
But if fundamental redistribution is the goal, be it of water access
or income, how can a participatory local group realistically be ex-
pected to bring about this redistribution? Put bluntly, what is to
force those better off to do anything that is not in their own inter-
ests? Like the earlier emphasis on NGOs, this current emphasis on
public participation is doomed to failure without some mechanism
to acknowledge and rectify previous power and money grabs by
elites.3. Environmental education for equitable public engagement
Governments and development organizations world-wide are
searching for new ideas on how to bring more public participation
into environmental policy decision processes. Some social and
political movements, too, are expanding their participatory out-
reach and organizing techniques. In the Great Lakes region of North
America, for example, various jurisdictions emphasize public
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2004). The Council of Canadians, through its Blue Planet project
and other organizing initiatives, seeks to focus public opinion glob-
ally on the importance of water rights (Council of Canadians,
2006). And as mentioned above, the European Water Framework
Directive is pushing jurisdictions and cross-jurisdictional water ba-
sin committees to implement new participatory processes.
Researchers, consultants and activists are generating practices
which can be widely discussed and shared. But in the end, while
many insights can come from hearing what worked and what did
not in other places/situations, there is no substitute for locally-de-
signed and locally-appropriate public participation processes, both
within and outside of government.
As the conclusion of the European Water Framework Directive
Guidance Document on Public Participation states, ‘‘The preamble
of the Water Framework Directive includes a very clear statement:
active public involvement is most likely the key to success with re-
gard to achieving the desired water quality objectives.” This state-
ment reﬂects several years of accumulated European water
management experiences. In simple words: the water users and
water polluters need to be turned into part of the solution, not
. . . kept outside the considerations as part of the problem. This
Guidance has presented a range of recommendations on how to
ensure active involvement. It is important, however, to take into
account that no blueprint solution can be provided. Each River Ba-
sin District has to ﬁnd its own way to handle this, taking into ac-
count the prevailing cultural, socio-economic, democratic and
administrative traditions. Careful planning, e.g. stakeholder analy-
sis, is a particular recommendation, but each competent authority
has to accept that a dynamic and learning process based on ‘‘trial
and error” is the challenge to embark on. Experience shows, how-
ever, that given sufﬁcient time it will pay off in the long run” (EC,
2002b, p. 66). Like many ofﬁcial pronouncements, this document
casts government initiatives in a very positive light and ignores is-
sues such as in what sense water users who are unserved by infra-
structure or too poor to pay for water are really ‘‘stakeholders,”
how the ‘‘payoff” of a public learning process might be measured,
and to whom this payoff accrues.
In particular, the role of class and gender, among other differ-
ences, as determinants of everyone’s standpoint and possibilities
for participation must be acknowledged. Liberal individualism is
certainly not the only thing going on in any participatory process.
The truly radical nature of participation only appears as and when
it leads to economic redistribution – not just policy-making within
existing structures of distribution.5 Under capitalism and due par-
ticularly to its second, ecological, contradiction (O’Connor, 1994),
the pressing need for local environmental knowledge and the contri-
butions of diverse constituencies (Fischer, 1993, p. 182; McKinney,
2002, p. 3) in order to address ecological constraints has arguably
loosened the controls which the state has traditionally placed on
democracy. The type of policy analysis that is ‘‘antagonistic to
authentic democratic participation” (Fischer, 1993, p. 182) is now
giving way in some instances to more democratic policy-generating
processes as a means of addressing intractable environmental prob-
lems. But the inherent open questions of gender, ‘‘race,” ethnicity
and class inequities remain.
To address both the ‘‘top-down” and the ‘‘bottom-up” chal-
lenges to broadening public involvement in watershed decision5 Osborne, Wood, Mouzelis and Miliband, among others, have written extensively
about the structural limitations of democracy under capitalism. For example, Osborne
notes, ‘‘Within capitalist societies, democracy is and has always been restricted to
highly speciﬁc social spheres, and identiﬁed with a correspondingly narrow range o
formal procedures. On this basis, and on this basis alone, is it compatible with private
property in the means of production” (1991, p. 214). State restrictions on democracy
however, seem increasingly difﬁcult to defend, which is what this paper attempts to
explore.f
,processes as cited above, a creative combination of grassroots envi-
ronmental education and community organizing is needed. Com-
munity-based environmental education initiatives which are
relevant and interesting for local residents and increase their
knowledge of watershed issues, understanding of basic political
and ecological principles, and conﬁdence to express their views
can serve as the basis of an intervention approach which is pro-
gressive, constructive and democratic. This, in turn, increases the
resilience and sustainability of watershed decision-making pro-
cesses. It also lays the groundwork for community organizing
and extension of the environmental education activities to larger
constituencies in local areas affected by watershed decisions.
As an example of how this can work in practice, I would like to
outline the process and results of the Sister Watersheds project,
with which I have been involved over the past 5 years (see
www.baciasirmas.org.br and www.yorku.ca/siswater). The Sister
Watersheds project linked universities and NGOs in Canada and
Brazil in developing strategies and materials for increasing the
knowledge, interest and engagement of local residents onwater-re-
lated issues, focusing on low-income neighbourhoods in São Paulo
and Toronto and, in particular on low-income women. Funded by
the Canadian International Development Agency through the
Association for Universities and Colleges of Canada, this $1.3 million
project combined student exchanges, research, community engage-
ment, and capacity-building. Its novel conceptualization and design
were developed by progressive Brazilian environmental educators
Dr. Marcos Sorrentino (a professor at the University of São Paulo
who was subsequently appointed director of environmental educa-
tion in the Brazilian federal Ministry of the Environment) and Laris-
sa da Costa of the Ecoar Institute for Citizenship, who subsequently
became environmental education director at the World Wildlife
Fund in Brasilia. The project’s design evolved throughout its imple-
mentation by organizers at the Ecoar Institute, including Débora
Teixeira, Mariana Ferraz Duarte, and Miriam Duailibi.
While Brazil has a progressive watershed management system
requiring participation by civil society representatives on its wa-
tershed committees, low-income people and women in particular
are underrepresented – despite their being those most likely to
be affected by water-related issues and problems (Moraes and Per-
kins, 2007). Addressing this gap, which of course has parallels in
every country including Canada, was a primary challenge for the
Sister Watersheds project.
The Sister Watersheds project developed and tested training
programs by conducting workshops led by its local NGO partners
with more than 1450 participants (roughly two-thirds of them wo-
men), partnering with other community organizations to present
content on topics related to environmental education and wa-
tershed management. For example, staff from the Ecoar Institute
for Citizenship, an environmental education NGO based in São Pau-
lo, contacted groups of elementary teachers, public health exten-
sion agents, and other community-based workers and provided
in-service training for them about water and health, basic ecology,
and public policy questions related to water in their local commu-
nities. The various training programs were shaped and modiﬁed to
be speciﬁcally appropriate for groups of children, youth, health
agents, school groups, teachers, ﬁlm/culture/music/arts organiza-
tions, and Agenda 21/environmental education groups. The work-
shops focused on water management, environmental education,
community development, and democratic participation, with
emphasis on gender and socio-economic equity. The methodolo-
gies, techniques, and materials developed for these workshops
and training programs were made freely available to other organi-
zations through publications and websites, as well as contributing
to the capacity of project partner organizations and individual staff
members and students to continue related work on watershed pol-
icy issues into the future.
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ject were tested and ﬁne-tuned in more than 220 workshops de-
signed and led by project staff and exchange students in the
three watersheds. All of the workshop participants were potential
participants in Brazil’s watershed committees, as civil society rep-
resentatives/organizers. The curriculum materials developed by
the project include a 110-page illustrated Manual on Participatory
Methodologies for Community Development containing a set of
workshop activities and background materials for participatory
community environmental education programs and training ses-
sions focusing on water issues; a 47-page illustrated guide with
practical exercises focusing on urban agroecology; a full-colour so-
cio-environmental atlas which brings together ecological, hydro-
logical and social information about one local watershed in a
series of interactive maps; a video about the history and environ-
ment of this watershed; a publication outlining Agenda 21 activi-
ties in schools; and several blogs and websites with materials
and discussion-starters on watershed topics, as well as a book
and many journal articles, masters’ papers, and other academic
publications contributing to the literature on participatory wa-
tershed education in Brazil.
Project participants from the University of São Paulo, York Uni-
versity in Toronto, and the Ecoar Institute for Sustainability – both
continuing staff members and students, and those who have
moved on after working on the project – beneﬁtted from the
opportunity to develop skills related to project proposal develop-
ment, project implementation, ﬁnancial management, environ-
mental education and training, community development,
communications, website development, mapping, video-making,
public engagement and liaison with government ofﬁcials, along
with many other project-related skills. The project partners con-
tinue to make use of these experiences in their ongoing develop-
ment of new projects, as well as their assistance to other
organizations which, through the Sister Watersheds project, have
come to see them as experts and leaders on watershed manage-
ment issues.
The community environmental perception surveys conducted
by the project in each of the Brazilian watersheds established a
database of information on public priorities and views on wa-
tershed issues. The socio-environmental atlas gathered and made
available in one place a wide range of information on ecological,
hydrological, social and political circumstances in the watershed
as a whole – information which proved very useful to public ofﬁ-
cials and watershed committee members in understanding the wa-
tershed as a whole. The nearly 1500 participants in workshops
conducted by the project gained familiarity and experience with
water-related issues and their own ability to inﬂuence water man-
agement and policy through watershed committee structures,
community organizing, community arts, and other means.
This project helped both its university and NGO participants
to bridge the gap between academic and community-based
methods of environmental education. Graduate exchange students
studied and contributed to local training programs; faculty mem-
bers wrote about the theoretical and practical beneﬁts of public
participation in watershed management; NGOs supervised stu-
dents who received academic credit for their community-organiz-
ing work; professors led local watershed governance structures;
innovative methods for environmental education were shared
internationally; this collaboration allowed new perspectives on
water management to evolve, with beneﬁts for all participants’
training/education programs. USP, York and Ecoar developed at
least 38 new partnerships with other community organizations
as a result of this project.
Students, both in Brazil and in Canada, played a crucial role in
developing the linkages between academic institutions and com-
munity-based NGOs. Both locally and internationally, studentssought out community organizations for their research and ﬁeld
experiences, and shared the results of their work with both aca-
demic and non-academic audiences. The student exchanges of this
project thus fuelled its interdisciplinary and educational bridging
contributions.
Besides the dozens of staff and students involved in the project
directly through its partner organizations, the participants in
workshops run by the project, and the audiences at the many pub-
lic seminars organized by the project and the conferences where its
results were presented, the project’s outreach includes those using
its websites (more than 10,000 hits were recorded on the baciasir-
mas.org.br website in 1 month in 2006) and the curriculum mate-
rials and publications it has generated. These audiences include
people from academia, government, NGOs, and local communi-
ties/civil society. So there is potential for tremendous multiplier ef-
fects from such interventions designed to train trainers on water
issues and generate workshop materials and techniques for pro-
gressive community engagement, disseminating the results
through both activist and academic channels.
Other examples of grassroots organizing leading to popular
education with implications for watershed management include
the establishment of Constituent Assemblies and ‘‘open schools”
in Cochabamba, Bolivia prior to Bechtel’s ouster as water company
there (Olivera, 2004), and the development of an open university
by the Brazilian Landless Movement (MST), with an environmental
and political focus based in the ‘‘pedagogy of land” (Fuchs, 2004).4. Transnational organizing for creative public engagement
Another very inspirational and transnational model for inter-
vention to increase public involvement in watershed management
is one being developed by the Socio-Environmental Knowledge and
Care Centre of the La Plata Basin (Centro de Saberes), an organiza-
tion funded largely by a fraction of the hydroelectric power reve-
nues generated by the huge Iguaçu dam, located on the Paraná
River where Brazil meets Paraguay and Argentina (centrodesab-
eres@pti.org.br; http://www.saberycuidar.org/home/).
The Paraná watershed, which drains much of central and east-
ern South America and reaches the Atlantic ocean via the La Plata
River near Montevideo, also includes Bolivia and Uruguay, so the
Centro de Saberes works in three languages – Portuguese, Spanish
and Guaraní, the ofﬁcial language of Paraguay. The Centro de Sab-
eres convenes semi-annual ‘‘permanent learning circles” attended
by media, academic, activist and political representatives of each
of the ﬁve countries in the watershed. Each year, like ripples, the
‘‘permanent learning circles” expand, as the participants from the
year before invite additional representatives to attend in subse-
quent years. The circles have grown from ﬁve participants (one
from each country) in 2006, the ﬁrst year, to 35 the next year, to
hundreds currently. The agenda and program of the meetings in-
clude social exchanges among participants, discussions of local pri-
orities for environmental and political action, and brainstorming
about how to accomplish the goals identiﬁed by each group.
The Centro de Saberes has ﬁve operating principles: water as
the generator theme; the La Plata watershed as the operating ter-
ritory; an ethic of protection of the diversity of life in the wa-
tershed and consideration of the different kinds of knowledge
and protection available in the watershed; environmental educa-
tion as an element capable of engaging society into action; and
the collective construction of information, knowledge, and actions.
In places where computers are readily accessible even by mar-
ginalized populations, online techniques can also be effectively
used to disseminate information about watersheds and their man-
agement. An example is the Water Atlas (http://www.waterat-
las.usf.edu), a website portal developed by Dr. Paul Zandbergen
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hydrological, weather, political, and other data related to a number
of Florida watersheds with the goal of designing a ‘‘comprehensive
data resource . . . to help citizens and scientists alike make in-
formed decisions concerning our vital water resources.” Such on-
line materials may also be translated to be accessible
transnationally across bioregional boundaries.5. Conclusion
There are many good reasons to develop ever-better participa-
tory processes. These processes must be locally appropriate and
speciﬁc in their details; they must involve all members of the com-
munity concerned with the outcome or decision; they must con-
sider long-term political and ecological implications; they must
grapple with the difﬁcult issues of scale, jurisdictions, time-frame
and scientiﬁc uncertainty.
While this paper has detailed a number of critiques of ‘‘public
participation” in theory and in practice, I think it is also very
important not to lose sight of its potential impact as a radical tool
for education, empowerment and voice for previously-marginal-
ized people. Whether it is via new organizations of ‘‘subaltern
counterpublics” or through selective non-participation, or whether
education and organizing related to public participation processes
bring new social groups into the broader political process in some
way, I believe it’s very possible for public participation processes to
serve as a vehicle for deepening democracy and for progressive so-
cial and political change.
The more inclusive is the welcoming and effective expression of
new voices within public participation processes, the more radical
is this potential. This is not because popularly-driven decisions and
outcomes must be or always are radical, but rather because truly
including a broad spectrum of public viewpoints in political and
environmental decision-making is itself inherently and fundamen-
tally radical. As academics, activists, and people concerned about
improving public policy, we must continually seek out the best,
fairest, most effective and widest-ranging ways in which this can
be done.
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